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  Here we chronicle the contributions women have made to Nuclear 

Astrophysics: astronomical observations, visual and spectroscopic 

identifications, star classifications and catalogues, prediction and 

discovery of stellar objects, construction of instrumentation, theoretical 

and experimental discoveries of nuclear materials, physics 

explanations, mathematical derivations and chemical interpretations of 

all things -- galactic and beyond. 

Female role models reduce the impact on women of “stereotype threat” 

[1], i.e., of “being at risk of confirming, as a self-characteristic, a negative 

stereotype about one's social group”    [2]. This can lead women scientists 

to underperform or to leave their scientific career because of negative 

stereotypes such as that they are not as talented or interested in science 

as men. Sadly, history rarely provides role models for women scientists; 

instead it often renders these women invisible [3]. In response to this 

situation, we present a selection of twelve outstanding women who helped 

develop nuclear astrophysics - some famous, some less so. The final aim 

is to produce a calendar, which will be translated into several languages.  

[1] See, e.g.,` `Delusion of gender’’ Cordelia Fine, 2010, 

W.W. Norton and Co. ISBN 0-393-06838-2, page 36 and 

references therein.  

[2] Steele & Aronson, 1995, “Stereotype threat and the 

intellectual test performance of African - Americans”  

Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 69,  797-

811. 

[3] ``...by moving a woman to the background, by making 

her disappear completely from the narrative, by 

minimising her involvement, by fiddling with the story [...], 

by diminishing or stealing her work, by confining her to 

the role of ‘wife of’ or ‘sister of’ [or ‘assistant of’], auto-

erasure…” 

http://www.cafebabel.co.uk/society/article/georgette-

sand-when-history-makes-women-invisible.html  

Lise Meitner was listed as inventor on a US 

patent for the preparation of radiothorium. 

The patent was filed (and owned) by a 

German company, Dr. Knöfler & Co. It was a 

valid patent until 1933 (expiring because it 

reached its maximum legal lifetime of 20 

years). [Radiothorium is now known as 

Thorium-228.] Patent US1076141. 

 

Toshiko Yuasa moved to France after WW II 

and worked at the CNRS. During the time 

there, she filed two patent applications, one 

(FR1145132) for a "Calculation rule in 

particular for radioactivity measurements“  

and one (FR1235474) for a “stereo-camera.” 

 

Mount Tinsley, a mountain in Fiordland, New 

Zealand was named in honor of Beatrice 

Tinsley. It is located in the Kepler Mountain 

range, height 1537 m, 15 km west of Te 

Anau in Manapouri, GR. 

 

Asteroid 3087 Beatrice Tinsley, a minor 

planet, discovered at Mt John Observatory, 

New Zealand in 1981 – the year Beatrice 

Tinsley died was named in her honor. 

 

In 2003, Romfilatelia, Romania’s stamp 

issuing authority released a set of 3 stamps 

called ‘Women and Inventics’. The 1LEI 

stamp features a photo of Marie Curie with 

Stefania Maracineanu’s name on it. 

[TheStampCollector.net/Romanianinventics.

html.] 

 

At the start of WWI, Marie Curie hid her 

supply of Radium in a bank vault in 

Bordeaux. 

 

Dilhan Ezer Eryurt bequeathed all of her 

assets to the Directorate of National 

Education in Turkey for the construction of a 

kindergarten and a girl’s dormitory. 

 

 

Curium, Cm (element 96) was named to honor 

Marie and Pierre Curie. 

 

Meitnerium, Mt (element 109) was named to 

honor Lise Meitner. 

 

Marie Curie invented the first “radiologic car” – 

a mobile, military hospital, x-ray unit with 

photographic processing equipment for use 

during WWI.  

 

In order for Marie Curie to take one of her 

radiologic cars to the WWI battlefield, she had 

to first learn to drive, to change flat tires, and 

to clean the carburetor of a car. 

 

Marie Curie’s daughter, Irene Joliot-Curie and 

grand-daughter, Helene Langevin-Joliot 

became nuclear physicists and Helene’s son, 

Yves Langevin became an astrophysicist. 

 

In 1960, Asteroid 5490 Burbidge was named 

to honor Margaret Burbidge. 

 

Nineteen years after receiving a PhD in 

France, Toshiko Yuasa earned a second 

doctorate in Japan from Kyoto University. 
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Cecilia Payne-Gasposchkin worked as a   

”Human Computer”  for the Harvard College 

Observatory,  reading spectroscopic lines 

on glass plates in order to interpret star 

composition and temperature. [ The Glass 

Universe –Dava Sobel, Viking Press 2016.] 

 

In 2009, the University of Canterbury 

formed the Beatrice Tinsley Institute for 

New Zealand Astronomy and Astrophysics.  

 

Marie Curie offered to melt down her gold 

Nobel medals to help the WWI effort in 

France but the French National Bank 

refused to accept her offer. 

 

Asteroid 7000 Curie was named for Marie 

and Pierre Curie. It was discovered on 

11/6/1939 by Fernand Rigaux at Uccle, 

Belgium. [L.D. Schmadel, Dictionary of Minor 

Planet Names, 3rd ed., Springer 2013]  
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